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Major shifts that will determine our future

- Technological advances
- Global warming
- Demographic shift
- Shift in global economic power
- Resource scarcity
Data is the new ‘OIL’

30 TB of data is transmitted by the Maersk Line fleet over satellite link each month
Digitisation - Building solutions for our customers

As the global integrator of container logistics, we aim to connect and simplify our customers’ supply chains
Maersk 2018:
The freight and finance for your trade

Timely and faster access to cash
Avoid collateral trap – Cargo as collateral
Simplicity – digital, zero paper
Growth – Leverage our network
Reward mutual history

Shipped* >550,000 tonnes, 35000 TEUs
Financed over 16000 tonnes

* Cashew into India & Vietnam in 2017
Maersk 2020:
An integrator for your end to end trade needs
Thank you